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Charles Clark of Mogollon Wyoming, Which Gave Him Mystery Surrounds Murder Roosevelt Finds Wyoming Rousing Meetings at San No Nation, No State Can
of C. W. Merchant Jr.
Ildefonso and at Santa
Stand Still Says
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Captain Fred Fornoff, of the territorial mounted police, received a dispatch today announcing that Charles
Clark, a saloonkeeper in Mogollon,
was shot and killed at 1 o'cock this
morning while resisting arrest.
Clark's arrest was attempted by
Mounted Policemen John A. Beal and
R. G. Putnam, who it is said, had
reason to believe Clark had some interesting information about the Mogollon stage hold up, which occurred a
short time ago.
The details of the tragic affair are
lacking, but it was thought by the
mounted policemen that some difficulty might be experienced in putting Clark under arrest. They evidently went to his saloon prepared
for an emergency.
Sheriff Geronimo Sanchez, of Sandoval county, will start tonight for
Mogollon.
LABOR DAY.

INVESTONO

REPLIES TO NEW
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Remington, the American
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Counties

His Knowledge of It Thought to New Mexico Will Be Represented By Spanish War
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Chevenne. Wyo., Aug. 27. Wyom-- !
ing today extended to Colonel Roo-e- -j
velt the first of a series of three dem- planned for him in the far
west From all over the state men
and women came to join in welcom-- ,
the Rough Rider colonel back to
the country with which he first be- came acquainted over a quarter of a
century ago. Many events, in which
the old and the new life of tflie west
were prominent, are planned for his

special to

1 he New
Mexican.
Carlsbad, N. M. Aug. 27. C. W.
Merchant, Jr., the well known
man, died here yesterday afternoon of
injuries received by being struck
four or five times in the skull. Mys-in- g
tery surrounds his death,
Merchant was assaulted a few miles
from Carlsbad early vesterday morn- ing and was rushed to Carlsbad for
medican treatment, but died shortly
after reaching there without making
any statement as to the identity of
the men who committed the assault.
Fcrnr men have been arrested charged
j w
tne crjme. it js saj,j that one of
the fourj a negro, has made a confes-wh- o
sion admitting that he is the murder-al- l
er though this storv is without
f ndati n District attorney L. O.
Fullen left for Carlsbad tonight to in--

stock-onstratio-

j

Cheyenne, Wyo., Aug. 2". Colonel
Roosevelt watched the parade in nis
honor here today with the closest attention, lie stood at the front reviewing stand with Governor Brooks on
one side and General Smith on the
other. When the colors were carried
by he took off his hat and stood at attention, head thrown back, heels close
together, like a soldier. When Indians rode by yelling a war cry the
colonel waved his bat to them, and
tinning to Governor Brooks said:
"Twenty-seveyears ago we shot
one of those Sioux in a brush on the
plains and an Indian shot a cow
puncher. I stood off many of them for
two hours."
The colonel liked the cowboys he
said, but did not think they looked
as they used to when "he lived in the
wi'.d west. Their chaps he said are
prettier than they used to be.
When the parade was finally over
Colonel Roosevelt said: "It was fine,
fine. I enjoyed it very much."
Teddy in an Auto.
Cheyenne, Aug. 27. The parade
through the streets of the city was
headed by Colonel Roosevelt in an
automobile and began tihe day's festivities. Everywhere were crowds of
men, women and children, cowboys
on horseback,
and "cow-girls- "
and
there were many Sioux Indians waiting to see the distinguished visitor.
Colonel Roosevelt beamed cordiality
to the greeting as he passed along.
Arriving at the review stand Mr.
Roosevelt reviewed the troops,
the
cow boys, the cow girls and the remnant of Sioux Indians, and the various
organizations taking part.
Replies to Attack.
Cheyenne, Wyo., Aug. 27. Severe
criticism on Colonel Roosevelt by a
New York .newspaper brought forth a
spirited reply from him this morning
He learned Oie had been criticized for
of his speeches which he made
on the trip, particularly for his re- marks concerning corporations made
in his Buffalo speech. "It is just that
of attack I expected,"
Colonel
Roosevelt said. "As soon as a prac- effort for cleanliness and de- cency in New York politics was

The Republicans are keeping things
humming. A long distance telephone
communication from a member of the
"war horses"
party of Republican
which left Santa Fe yesterday to tour
this county reports a series of rousing
There was a big turnout
meetings.
to hear Hon. T. B. Catron, Colonel
George W. Prichard, Former Mayor
Jose D. Sena, Benjamin F. Pankey,
George Armijo and others at San
Ildefonso last night. All of the speakers were given a rousing welcome and
their arguments were' listened to with
the deepest of attention.
At Santa Cruz, where speeches
were made this morning, the town
practically turned out "en masse" and
held an open air demonstration in
honor of the distinguished visitors.
The Santa Feans expect to return
here Sunday after making a tour of
the northern part of the county. Sker- iff Closson will join the party this
evening and return home with them.
Convention in Duke City.
Albuquerque, X. M., Aug. 27. The
Bernalillo county
of
Republicans
today at
opened their convention
the court house in Old Albuquerque, beginning at 10 o'clock this
primorning. Like the Republican
maries held Thursdaj', the outlook is
for a wide open convention, an absence of state making and a strong
selected
platform for the nominees
A
for the constitutional convention.
large number of prominent Republicans in this county were being talked
of last night for places on the delegation, but it will be impossible to
form any idea as to who will be selected until the delegates meet in
convention today. The outlook is for
and the
convention
a harmonious
usual party unit and spirit of fair
PIay tor
A,so in Bernalillo.
Bernalillo, N. M., Aug. 27. The Re-- 1
publicans of Sandoval county met in
convention at the court house in Ber-kin- d
nalillo at 10 o'clock this morning to
nominate delegates to the constitu-tica- l
tional convention at Santa Fe. There

Cheyenne, Wy., Aug. 27. Theodore
Roosevelt delivered the following address there today:
"When, at the clo.se of my hunting
tn'ij in Africa, I reached the borders
of civilization, the first invitation I
accepted was this, to visit the capital
of Wyoming on the day when the people of the frontier came together to
commemorate their achievements; I
was glad it was so, because I have a
peculiar feeling for the men and women of what used to be called the 'Far
West,' and especially for those of the
cattle country. For a number of
years I lived on a ranch on the Little
Missouri, sharing work and play, good
fortune and bad fortune, with my
neighbors; working on the round-up- ,
serving as delegate from the Little
Missouri round-udistrict to the Montana Stockgrowers' Association, and
even at times acting as deputy sherI count
iff at. my end of the country.
those years as among the most valuable of my life, because
nothing
breeds such community of feeling as
to work with one's feliowmen at their
life tasks, and to learn to know their
feelings by actually sharing them. The
man of the west, throughout the successive stages of western growth, has
always been one of the two or three
most typical figures indeed, I am
tempted to say, the most typical figure in American life, and no man can
really understand our country and appreciate what it really is and what it
promises unless he has the fullest
and closest sympathy with uhe ideals
and aspirations of the west. The
prime reason for this is to be found
in the fact that the westerner Is so
He is an Amerigood an American.
can first and foremost; for this is tue
great lesson, friends, that all of us
need to learn and to keep, the lesson
that it is unimportant whether a man
lives north or south, east or west,
provided he is genuinely and in good
faith an American, Uliat he fees every part of the United States, as his
own, and that he is honestly desirous to uphold the interests of all
other Americans in whatever sections
of the country they may dwell.
"A hundred years ago, when men
spoke of the west they meant the
country between the Alleghenies and
the Mississippi. Fifty years ago the
white man's west took in Minnesota,
Iowa, and Kansas, and then skipped
across to California and Oregon. The
country of the great plains and the
Rockies, the country in which
you
whom I am now addressing lead your
lives and do your work, has grown
up within my own lifetime. I myself
saw and took part in the closing years
of the pioneer period, and it was my
great privilege to work side by side
with the pioneers the ranchmen,
the miners, the cow punchers, the

entertainment.
At the station Mr. Roosevelt was
met by Governor Brooks, Senator
Warren of Wyoming and Senator
Borah of Idaho, one of the insurgents
has been close to Roosevelt, and
of the men are prominent in the
political affairs of the state. Drawn
up In front of the station as an escort of honor was the Ninth cavalry, vestigate the murder.
U. S. A., the negro regiment that coMerchant was about 35 years old,
operated with tttie Roosevelt Rough married and has several children.
Some
of the
Riders at Santiago.
demen were in the Cuban campaign and C. W. Merchant, Sr., father of
aOnma
rrocuuimuun oy uie uoveruur.
came forward to meet Mr Roosevelt ceased, lives at Panhandle, Texas. The
eir.no in nrrim tVior la.!
murdered man is a nephew of C. W.
ujuiu iruon
jvais fiiiiw Hi. vivii tuau au.
Cheyenne Makes Ready.
bor might be properly recognized there
Merchant, a wealthy cattleman of
'
IV.
was set aside in the United States
Texas, and a cousin of
Abilene,
.
"l,r.
nig, leiis.ui uie uiepaiauuua
ATarM.nr.r
wini,
'
by act of Congress one day in each there
to greet Colonel Roosevelt.
Itiuu"l
year to be known as
says:
LABOR DAY
Merchant, all of Carlsbad, and of Mrs.
'Business houses and private hous- tm Hoav nf Rnswell
Several rela- and the first Monday of each Septem,
bunt-;
ber was designated as the day to be es are bedecked with flags and
different
arrlvefl
frQm
.
observed.
tn 1nnV ,ntn
The custom of observing mg and the mam streets are spanned '
this holiday has grown with the by arches on wttiich. a hearty welcome ne case"
Thou-growth of our country, where most of is blazoned in huge letters.
us are still laborers, and the recogni- sands of people are guests of the city
tion of the great work done by labor- already and every arriving train adds
PROFESSOR
ing men in the upbuilding of our coun- hundreds to the number of visitors.
try intellectually, morally and materi- The streets are lined with booths, and
street
are
fakirs and peddlers
crying
ally is recognized by all. It is fitting
to pay a tribute to the enormous ar- their ware from every corner.
"Many cowboys, among them sever
mies of labor:
old comrades of Colonel Roosevelt
al
William
J.
Mills,
Now, therefore, I,
Governor of t!he Territory of New during his ranch days, are in the city
Mexico, do proclaim And declare Mon- from various parts of Wyoming, Mon- Noted Psycologist and Writer
tana and neighboring states and they,
day the 5th day of 'September, A. D.,
Dies in New Hamp1910, a legal holiday, and earnestly with the Indians in their red and yel
recommend that all business of what- low blankets, aFe attracting mudh atshire
ever nature, except such as the ne tention from the eastern visitors.
Colonel Roosevelt will remain in
cessities of the people require to be
carried on, be suspended on that day, Cheyenne the greater part of two
GREAT llERiciPMLOSOPHER
so that all who desire to do so may days. During this time an elaborate
have an opportunity of observing the program of entertainment and festivi
ties will be carried out. Cowboy and
are a number of candidates who
day in such manner as may to them
ot
races
Indian
be
And
will
Brother
given,
James,
sire to get on the ticket and it is like-- j
Henry
together
to
occasion.
seem best fitting
the
The Distinguished
Done at the Executive Office this with parades and pageants illustratCowboy.
ly that the convention will be rather
Cheyenne, Aug. 27. Mr. Roosevelt lively. At the primaries Thursday the
the 25tih day of August, A. D., 1910, ing the life of the plains. Tomorrow
Novelist.
left the hotel for frontier grounds at following men were elected as
Witness my hand and the Great afternoon the former president will
with Buffalo "Vernon"
Pecos gates to the county convention in
Seal of the Territory of New Mexico. deliver an address to the thousands
who will assemble at Frontier park
Chocorua, N. H., Aug. 27. Profesand Sam Scoville, three cjnct No. 2: J. F. Silva, A. Sandoval,
WILLIAM J. MILLS,
Stanley
uniGovernor, to hear him. The Colorado and sor William James of Harvard
competitors for the final champion- e. S. Gonzales, E. Cordova, Julio Mar- By the Governor:
foremost
America's
Southern
one
of
to
railroad
has
run
versity,
NATHAN JAFFA,
ship riding contest this afternoon, rid- tinez and Jose Gutierrez.
arranged
numerous special trains out to the philosophers, died yesterday at his ing beside his automobile.
New
of
Mexico.
Secretary
park, and no difficulty will be experi- summer home here. Although he had
Pleased With Quail Propagation.
FROM BUFFALOS TO
been ill for some time, (his death was THIS MAN BIRD PROVED
W. B. Knickerbocker, Aztec, N. M., enced in handling tihe big crowd."
MISS NO ANIMALS.
New Mexico Represented.
unexpected.
A "WATER FOWL."
reports to Territorial Game and Fish
New Mexico will take part in the
Professor James had been at his
Warden Thomas P. Gable, "the quail
Cheyenne, Wyo., Aug. 27. Every
home here only a week, hav- - Mars Tries to
summer
180
in
you sent me last spring, only
Fly to Fort Hamilton available animal from buffaloes to
in
velt
last
at
a
arrived
Quebec,
Friday
ing
Denver, Monday, sending
And Plunges
Into the Bay
number have increased so rapidly that
at the Frontier
burros was ridden
where he had been
Boat to Rescue.
every ranch around here is well sup number of Spanish war veterans to from Europe,
Tug
heer
celebration
today.
months.
day's
for
abroad
the
several
colonel.
Santa
greet
Fe
be
will
traveling
plied. I personally saw a flock of 80
The judges had difficulty eliminat
to
C.
had
He
abroad
who
J.
now
originally
gone
Neis,
represented
65
by
bej
the
27.
few
an
of
at
New
a
and another
days ago."
York, Aug.
During
from the final riding who
All of which shows that the transport- is on his way to Denver to attend at the bedside of his brother, Henry' tempt to fly in his aeroplane from the ing candidates
opened
actually
up the country.
contest which takes I have seen
.
...irhnr , who I.
nntPii TCmrlfeh
the
.
of the United Spanish .T.n. , thA
- chamnionshin
0
the herds and flocks of
ing of quail from one part of the ter- War convention
Day track to Fort wamnSneepshead
Archon
Veterans.' Three or four veter- was sick.
the cattlemen and sheepmen supplant
mnrn1
Ma,.
the avitnr. place today. Hugh Clarke,
ritory to another can be successfully ans nave
the ride of the aay the game; I have seen the fortunate
became ill about
made
from
James
Professor
gone
bishop,
and
Albuquerque
wlnd
Qf
accomplished.
seven or eight from Fort Bayard.
a month ago, and his further travel?!
when he sat as if glued to the saddle movement by which tihe small farm
Held for Horse Stealing.
and was Carried 0ut 0Ver the l0WeF
were shaped homeward
while his mount attempted every has tended gradually to take the
by easy
Mounted Policeman J. B. Rusk, of
fell
machine collapsed and
ELEMENTS LENT AID;
trick known to outlaws. Charles
stages. The condition of the aged . ' the
,r
place of the great unfenced ranch. I
Chama, has arrested Anton Maes and
38
was
not
such
f
considered
on Dead Eye Dick also now travel in every comfort on railUNDER
FIRES.
CONTROL. philosopher
"
H. Martinez on the charge of larceny
cked:
as to call for extraordinary measures bf a tu boat and he
made a sensational ride. He stuck to ways across lands which when I first
of horses. When arrested they are
wits iaieii auuaiu a. iiguici.
piaue
was!
Professor
James
but
Council
at
Asks
to
Uncle
Quebec,
Sam
mount through two fences and an TOde across them, were still the home
his
said to have had in their possession Spokane
Aid the Homeless and the
in care by his son, William Mars was unhurt.
taken
assortment
of "weaving" and "sun-- ! of the Indian and the buffalo; and I
17 animals which have been turned
to
came
and
Jr.,
James,
immediately
unexcelled
Hopeless.
by any horse this find cities where one can obtain not
fishing,"
over to the cattle sanitary board. The
WILL' TRY TO FLY
his summer home here.
!week.
O'Donnell
of Plattsville, merely comfort, but luxury, in the
Jim
men are held for the action of the
OVER GOLDEN GATE.
Spokane, Aug. '27. A dispatch from
of the crowd. places where thirty years ago there
William James, editor, author and
was
favorite
the
Colo.,
grand jury.
St. Maries, Idaho, says there is no dean of American philosophy,
a grace and was not a building beyond a log (hut
was
with
Wrhirlwind
rode
He
Back From Big Tour.
San Francisco, Aug. 27. In an aero- ease which onlookers considered un- or a doble house. The men who did
wind and the forest fires are being born in New York January 11, 1842,
Territorial Superintendent J. E. brought under control. A member
of the son of the Rev. Henry James, a plane built along the lines of his own excelled
by older riders, and made this work were engaged in the final
Clark has returned from a success- tihe Halm
wired from Iron moun- Swedenborgian minister and writer.
design, Captain Ivy Baldwin will leave sure of a place in the finals. Cham-nio- stages of conquering the continent;
party
New
Southern
of
tour
ful
counties in
tain that all are .safe there and uninBaker and attempt to make a
Professor James became an in Fort
their privilege to do one
drew Rock and it
TT!
Clayton Danks
Mexico and reports that the institutes
n
a ii
n.u "I
rus
jured.
1872 two years nigni across me uuiueu vte.
structor
at
in
Harvard
which dd nQt make of the great works of all time, to do
are doing splendid work. Mr. Clark
The Spokane city council last night after he lhad taken his degree of M. objective point win oe a sPol on uie
the riding of their part in the performance of an
delivered a number of lectures and adopted resolutions
Vh ae i Lable
asking the nation- D. at the medical school there. Two; grounds of the United States presid.0
iepic feat in the history of the prog
was greatly pleased at the interest al government to render assistance to
later he was made assistant reservation which is to be marked by wn5"
ress of mankind.
years
d
ace
Two
displayed by the teachers.
the thousands of persons made home- professor of comparative anatomy and! a small American flag. Major S.
Jen?
"eflcen0
"I have used the word progress. The
Chart
es
less and hopeless by the forest fires. physiology and from 1880 to 1885
Greene, chief signal officer of the dewest
stands for growth, for progress.
he,
and
by
dwn
a
ncked
GENERAL MANAGER WELLS
picked
was assistant professor of philosophy Partment of California, will make oh- So must the whole American people
ON WAY TO FUNERAL, NOW THEflE IS FIRE
.
from 1885 to 1889 professor in the fservations of tne n.gnt, irom wnicn
A great democracy must be
t stand.
ne will prepare a report to be for- - o'"u. in-- uU8u.,
Arthur G. Wells, general manager
NEAR ISLAND PARK, "same department; professor of
or it will soon cease to
progressive
bolted into the
race
of the Santa Fe coast lines, passed
No
from 1889 to 1897 and profes- - warded to department headquarters at in the women's
be either great or democratic.
uj nation, no state, no
fence, throwing tne gin neavny.
through Lamy on Santa Fe train
Ogden, Utah, Aug. 27 District sor of philosophy from 1897 to 1907.
Washington.
can stand
party,
No. 10 this morning en route from Forester Sherman, whose jurisdiction
escaped serious injury.
He was Gifford lecturer on na- still. It must either go forward or
Of the contenders for the cham- Los Angeles to Topeka, where he extends over southern Idaho received tural religion at the University of kiiorDic coccru DAICCC
go backward; and it becomes useless
only two were thrown, as if it goes backward.
will attend the funeral of the late a message today that a fire of hugfh Edinburgh from 1899 to 1901: he was
A BIG STORM ' PionshiP'
Therefore I
unalmost
an
James G. Hurley, which will occur In proportions is breaking out near Isl- corresponding member de L'Institute,
against four yesterday,
men of the west, and I
you,
greet
'
number. Roy Gale lasted stand
of
Topeka, on September 3. The body of and Park on Yellowstone branch of 'Paris; Royal Prussian Academy
for progress as all men must
Berlin, Aug. 27.-- The
speech deliv precedehted
of his mount and went stand who are
two
last
Mr. Hurley will arrive in New York the Oregon 'Short Line. The railroad Sciences and a member of the
jumps
William
at Koenigsered by Emperor
progressive.
head. N. D Jones
a force of 150, men to the scene,t tional Academy of Sciences.
on the steamer Kaiser Wilhelm on
"The pioneers and their immediate
burg in which he openly expressed over the animal's
. . inn ..xi
i
he
before
successors won victory only by provthe belief in the divine right of the was "piled" by Silver City
August 30, according to present plans, iimay, mu uiiiera oeing recrunea.
BRAVE FIRE FIGHTER
that they possessed the great,
Prussian king and his choice not by was really in the saddle. Jones was
and will reach Topeka on a special
ing
IS ON WAY HOME. the people's assemblies but by God, given another chance and in his sec- masterful qualities which lie at the
funeral train from Chicago on Sep- BRITSH BARK MEETS '
WITH GRAVE DISASTER.
is the theme of an excited discussion ond attempt to mount the horse, oc- foundation
of. national greatness.
tember 2. As far as known, Mr. Wells
In the Hiere are certain
s
men
Portland, Ore., Aug. 27. The mer- - Missoula, Mont., Aug. 27. John W. in German newspapers.
of curred the Irwin accident.
is the only coast line official who will
attend the funeral. It Is understood chants exchange has received a cable- - Bell, the ranger who lost eleven of his the German press is united in criti- - branding contest, Sam Scoville and of intellectual cultivation, but lackthat Frank L. Myers, superintendent gram from London stating the British crew fighting at Big creek, arrived clsm of the sovereign, every shade of team cut out two calves from a herd, ing mental and moral robustness,
of the Rio Grande division, will at - Bark Kelburn has gone ashore at East here last night, weak, sick and with disapproval being heard, from a mild roped, branded and earmarked them who complain continually that they
tend from Albuquerque, leaving to-- Lancashire, Eng., and will be a total scorched lungs he continued to his regret to a mockery of the alleged ab- - In one minute, three and
"loss.
(Continued on Page Four.)
solutist pretensions.
seconds, winning the event.
home at Sheridan, Mont.
morrow.
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Imperial
Jersev Cream

Pansy

HAD

IIP.

PSORIASIS

IN SUMMER.
(By Longfellow.)
How beautiful is the rain!
After the dust and heat,
On the broad and fiery street,
In the narrow lane,
How beautiful is the rain!

Four

WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
WITH
ALL CASH PURCHASES

WE STILL HAVE LEFT

X-R-

A great many Bargains
in Summer Goods of

"I had been guffering with psoriasii
for a period of ten years. It would disappear occasionally for a year or so and
then return in worse form than before.
The last attack came on a little over a
year ago, and by early summer had
covered me all over. The itching and
burning were terrible, and my appearance was worse. I had tried different
used
specialists and had had the
on me, sometimes with some success and
at others without relief. In the early
fall of 1909 I was induced to try the

outheast

Crnr

Plaza,

tanta Fa.

Talephona

No.

0

Jl

CALL AfiD SEC FOR YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
I
Diamonds. VV at fcchea. Clocks
Jewelry Silver ware. Decorated China, :v.ovlties,

Leather and Leather Ebony
Goods.

S.

MANUFACTURER

Spitz

JEWELER

I TAXIDERMIST TANNER
EVERY DESCRIPTION

OK WORK

& FURRIER

IN OUR LINE DONE TO ORDER

The sick man from his chamber looks
At the twisted brooks;
He can feel the cool,
Breath of each little pool;
His fevered brain
Grows calm again,
And he breathes a blessing on the
rain.
From the neighboring school
Come the boys
With more than their wonted noise
And commotion
And down the wet street
Sail their mimic fleets,
Till the treacherous pool
Ingulfs them in its whirling
And turbulent ocean.
In the country, on every side,
Where far and wide,
Like leopard's tawny, and spotted
hide,
Stretches the plain,
To the dry grass and the drier grain
How welcome is the rain.

Don't Delay

MUST
BE SOLD

Buy Now While we have
a good

assortment.

FOR HALF A. CENTURY

PHONE 36

Cuticura Remedies sold throughout the world.
Potter Drug & Chem. Corp.. Sole Props . Boston.
book on Skin Eruptions.
WMailetf tree,

CITY

-

THESE

Cuticura treatment, by a party who
had heard of a remarkable cure it had
made, and I confess that I started in,
not only without faith, but with every
prejudice against the medicine. In four
days I was relieved of the inconvenience,
and inside of two weeks cured, except
for a slight discoloration of the skin,
which wore off in a few weeks. I subsequently saw my friend Mr.
who had the same trouble. When he
saw the wonderful effect of Cuticura
upon me, he at once started the entire
treatment and was well in about ten
days. I beg to thank you for the relief
you have given me, and if any one wants
my testimony as to the merit of Cuticura
for that trouble and will send me a
stamped envelope with their address on
it, I will be glad to send them a recommendation under mv own signature.
Harry G. Martin, 1003 Colvert Bldg.,
Baltimore, Md., Mar. 1, 1910."
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every description.

X-ra-

Winter Grocery Co.
f

Incorporated 1903

SELIGMiNBROSCO.

Itching and Burning Terrible. Appearance Worse, Had Specialists
with Some Success,
and
Others without Relief. Used Cuti-cur- a.
In 4 Days Relieved. Inside
of 2 Weeks Cured.

How it clatters along the roofs,
Like the trample of hoofs!
How it gushes and struggles out
From the throat of the overflowing
spout!
Across the window pane
It pours and pours;
And swift and wide,
With a muddy tide,
Like a river down the gutter roars
The rain, the welcome rain!

ARIETY" FRESH YEAST

Established 1856.

FOR TEN YEARS

RAIN

Bobolink
Also

THE ONLY ROUND
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Submits to Rare Ooeration Fran-cisco C. de Baca, of Las Vegas, who
Denver, Colo., Aug. 27.
recentlv submitted to an ODeration for
The forecast is partly cloudy
the removal of a cataract from one of
his eyes, is reported as recovering X with local showers tonight or
X Sunday.
$
from the shock. The operation is believed to have been a success.
j
Don't Do It Miss the Japanese!
Did Not
Agree
Campaingning
by Miss Hinojos and the.
specialty
"Charles W. G. Ward, district attor-- j Misses Baca at Adobe Gran(J
Tuesday
ney, wno nau ueen campaigning
night. You will be sorrv if von dn
Rethe
No Man's Land is a
past week in the interest of
Charming Lit-- ,
publican party, was taken sick on his tie drama acted entirely by young
recent trip to Mora and since Ms re- children. Bring the girls and boys to
turn has been confined to his home see it. It's at. the Elks'.
on Seventh street. The party keenly
From 175 to 200 Cadets The New
feels the loss of his services." Las Mexico Military Iistitute will open
Vegas Optic.
September 5 with an estimated re-Goes to West Point Maurice Otte-so- turn percentage of 85, and the total
son of Dr. Otte-so- number of cadets this year will be be- the
has just received notice of his tween 175 and 200.
You will think it money well spent
appointment to West Point. Dr. Otte-so- n
has been making Willard his when you find what a splendid con-- j
home for several years and has a cert and picture show it is for the
good practice here. His. family has small sum of 25 cents at the Adobe
been living in Chicago during the Grand Tuesday night.
Goes to Amarillo Brigadier
G.
school year and while spending the
vacation with Dr. Otteson the notice Wood, of El Paso, in command of the
of the above mentioned appointment Salvation Army in Arizona, New Mexico and west Texas, has gone to
came.
after looking into the work
Amarillo,
Autoists MuFt Toe the Line "Enin Albuquerque for several days. M.
forcement of the new'y adopted auG. Sainsbry of the local corps accom- tomobile and motor cycle ordinance
him.
will begin September 1. After the pamed
See
Three
the
Ladies at
passage of the ordinance it required the Adobe Grand Japanese
night.
Tuesday
numto
considerable time
purchase
Maximum Was
79. The
bers for the machines and the blank of Santa Fe are Only treated people
to debeing
owners
auto
linceses.
Many of the
the
for
maximum
lightful
weather,
have been inquiring when their litemperature yesterday was only 79
cense money was due. It is expected
degrees and the minimum was 48.. The
by City Clerk Charles Tamme that relative humidity at 6 a. m. was 65 per i
he will be ready to begin issuing the cent and the humidity at 6 p. m. was
licenses the first of the month." Las only 28 per cent. This made an averVegas Optic.
age for the day of 46 per cent. The
It Doesn't "Go" in Roswell Justice temperature at 6 o'clock this morning
A. J. Weltes found David R. Patrick, was 56 degrees.
Yesterday was partproprietor of the Green Front, guilty ly cloudy and the smoke from the forof selling, giving or bartering liquor est fires still keep up that hazy effect.
within the city of Roswell and hav The mountains in the west and south
ing liquor to sell, two separate were obscuaed by this smoke throughcounts and sentenced him to pay a out the day. A year ago today the
fine of $100 and costs and thirty days maximum was 78 and the minimum
in jail in each case, the limit of the was 56 degrees. There were showers
law for the first offense. The 53 gal in the afternoon.
lons of wine, whisky and other liquor
Ministers Oppose Fight Pictures
found, at the rear of Patrick's place The Ministers' Alliance in Albuquerof business were ordered destroyed. que opposes the exhibition
of the
The three cases have been appealed Johnson-Jeffrie- s
prize fight pictures
to the district court.
and passed yesterday a resolution
stating "that we most earnestly protest against such exhibition, as being
How's This?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re grossly immoral and as endangering
of the com
ward for any case of Catarrh that can- the peace and
not be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure. munity, and we hereby call upon the
proper officers of the law to prevent
F. J. CHENEY, & CO.. Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known F. the exhibiton of said pictures."
Roswell W. C. T. U. Elects Officers
J. Cheney for the last 15 yesx and beThe Roswell Woman Christian Tem
lieve him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions and financially perance Union has elected the follow
able to carry out any obligations made ing officers for the coming year: Mrs.
Phoebe Pierce, president,
by his firm.
Miss Maire Holt,
WALDING, KINN & MARVIN,
Mrs. W. S. Murrell, recording secreWholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
U's Catarrh Cure is taken Intern tary; Mrs. S. P. Denning, treasurer;
ally, acting directly upon the blood Mrs. J. T. McClure, corresponding secand mucous nurfaces of the system. retary; Mrs. Paul Wilson, auditor.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents Seven delegates were elected to attend the convention at Las Cruces.
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills foi con
i Patlon.
(Continued on Page Eight)

CARPENTERS
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8c BUILDER'S
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EVERYTHING
Tor

Building
and

the BEST

1

GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
Send for prices for tanning and lining-furand hides for rugs and robes

s

j

Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds

F. GORMLEY
FRANK
GENERAL MERCHANDISE

PHONE
BLACK

9

SANTA FE, N, M,

436

CANON
ROAD

j

If you use the right builders' hardware when you put up a barn
or build a home it won't have to .be "fixed" every week II you use
good, strong, durable builders' hardware.
Cheap hardware is not cheap, but "high." The best hardware is
not "high," but cheap.
We sell the best.

j

MULLIGAN & RKING

i

SUCCESSORS TO J. D. MULLIGAN

UNDERTAKING & EMBALMING
DAY A

NIGHT

PHONE

y

i

PICTURE

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
130 RED
125

FRAMING TASTEFULLY

AND

SATISFACTORILY

PALACE
AVE
DONE.

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.
Ail kinds of Garden and Field Seeds.
SOLE AGENTS FOR

International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Flour,

Hay,

LEO

KCH

Grain, Potatoes,

Salt and Seeds
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

well-bein-

Hardware

Su

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smitbitg Coal.
bawed Wood and Kindling.

MONTEZUMA

wear

AVENUE

All

PRICES.

THE SANTA FE TRAIL CUR10 CO
No Need to Cut.

S555SHSWS55

S . E. Corner of Plaza.

S5SiNvyH5S55

Vnnn
fln.
rOI I OUi

Steam Coal.

85

Telephoned

ABSTRACT REAL ESTATE INSURANCE
-

As a Protection for yourself demand anAbstraet Ijo you kDOw whether
you have an absolute title to. the property n hicb vou now own?

g

Famished

.

THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT'

by

Catron Block

PIAMOftPS

Santa Pe, N,

Ha

Qm

"ance Agency)

Tel Black

M

YONTZ

76

WATCHB8

MANUFACTURER OF

Ii

"FEES!

MEXCAN FILIGREE

Right Servloo

UfclWtlL.KT

BU.

Cut Glass, China and Silverware

345 San Francisco St.

&iinun:s

Fitted by Up-tDate Methods
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Omri P rA" 'tis to your advantage to trade here. We make
UWfl llOOQ the claim that we sell better goods than any one

else, for we offer vou the best grades
GOODS
RIGHT"
I"OUR

J

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

a. t. & a. F. Depot

Telephone

);

HATS

have.

We

OS! AM?LRETA"lL WOOS
Screened
Lump

t;

MEXICAN

WJJgSSJJS

ARE
PRICES ARE RIGHT"
SERVE YOU RIGHT"

Phone

213

78-UU

9

in all

our lines that is possible to produce

Fo)iUMM
irHlla21U7

lf-tfH&l-

"The Store Everybody Likes'

fO

Phone Trade here for satis- 213 faction others get.
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ONE WEAK SPOT.

H7

Most Santa Fe People Have a Weak
Part and Too Often Its' The Back.
Everyone has a weak spot.
Too often its' a tad back.
Twinges follow every sudden twist.
Dull aching keeps up, day and night
Tells you the kidneys need help
For backache is really kidney-ache- .
A kidney cure is what you need.
Doan's Kidney Pills cure sick kidneys.
Cure backache and urinary ills.
Santa Fe people recommend the
remedy.
Thomas M. Baca, Cerrillos St., Santa Fe, N. M., says: "My faith in
Doan's Kidney Pills is just as strong
today as when I publicly recommended them in 1902. I was caused much
suffering by backache for three years
and my loins were so painful at times
that it was all I could do to ge around.
Doan's Kidney Pills entirely relieved
me and I had no return attack of the
trouble for six months. At that time
of
my work brought on a recurrence
backache. I at once took Doan's Kidney Pills and they gave me relief. A
medicine that lives up to the claims
made for it like Doan's Kidney Pills
do, deserve the strongest endorse-

ment."
For sale by all dealers.

Price

pitched for the night after a ride of
miles, or 11 hours in the saddle.
The next day, July 8, was similar
in nearly every respect to the day
previous there was a ride again of
U5
miles to water and then another
ride of 30 miles before coming upon
the San Juan river. They felt that
the full 65 miles should be covered
that day, for the alkali water at the
slopping place was too foul with sulphurous odors to permit of pitching
camp for the nirlU. Largo was reached at 9 p. in., after 13 hours of riding
except two hours for lunch and resting the horses) in a walled canyon
where no breath of air seemed to be
stirring and where the broiling rays
of the sun shone the full day long.
miles
One hundred and twenty-fivhad been covered without seeing a
vestage of life of any kind except to
;ass cowboys on three occasions.
The last leg of the journey was
lomparatively comfortable, for the
dan Juan furnished them plenty of
good water.
The young men feel that they made
a very good ride and seem none the
worse for wear for covering the 255
miles from Santa Fe in seven riding
days.
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New Mexico Military Institute
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO,
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Catholics throughout the United
Slates, ace much interested in the
HON. JOSE D. SENA.
now put forth to comply with
efforts
Clerk
of
Court
the Territorial Supreme
and Former Mayor of Santa Fe,
If you are in need oi anything, try
the
of Pope Pius in respect to
wish
who is 0ne of the Republican Candidates for Delegate to the
a. New Mexican Want Ad.
It
music in the Catholic churches.
ftMctit ll i Art ll rntluAtltiAM
cannot be said that the attempt to
abolish "concert" music in churches
Hon. Jose D. Sena, the mayor of ed himself in his studies. Mr. Sena has met with no opposition for many
exSanta Fe, from 1908 to 1910, is a Re- has been clerk of the supreme court well meaning music lovers have
tlhe
at
drastic
changes
pressed
pain
for
the past twelve years.
publican candidate for delegate to
He has shown excellent ability, and that are bound to be made in the
the constitutional convention.
He is
the son of tihe late Major J. D. Sena. as mayor gave the city a splendid ad- course of time in the musical proat special church functions.
basket leaves Monday Tuesday He was born in this city and educated ministration. Mr. Sena speaks Eng- gram
Mrs.
George Cabot Ward, nee Juslish
with
St.
the
and
Christian Brothers at
unusual fluency
by
Spanish
tine
Returns Thursday and Friday. Michael's
Cutting, of New York,
Bayard
college. Later he went to and !he is often called upon to denow living in Santa Fe, has writand
in
liver
Louis
St.
both
and
speeches
languages.
AGENCY at O.K. Barber Shop;
University
distinguish
ten some admirable articles on art
O.
BROWN
and niusic. She is the authoress of
Mrs. F
Agent
!
two booklets dealing with the reform
TRAVELING OVERLAND IN
Phone No. 23 Red
IN NEW MEXICO'S
NEW MEXICO IS STRENUOUS in church music.
Mrs. Ward takes the stand, in her
POLITICAL PASTURES Trip Made By Charles A. Beard and articles --on "Church or Concert" that
there is a great deal of music, gad
MOODY'S HACK
Stuart Van Vliet Described in
in itself, which is not suitable for use
Post.
Washington
n
to Congress H. B.
at mass. She writes: "Thus we must
From
went to Las Vegas yesterday
It is sometimes pretty strenuous bear in mind that when certain niusic
BARRANCA TO TAOS to address a
excluded from the church, it does
hall
Mackel's
in
this
meeting
traveling overland in New Mexi- is
not
follow, ipso facto, that it is bad
South
North
is
Mr.
Both
on
Meets
the west side.
co, and two young men have found
Fergusson
music. There are many great poems.
on
a
Democratic
ticket
the
out.
this
candidate
A.
Thev
are
Charles
Beard.
Bounds Trains.
for delegate to the constitutional con-- j formerly of the forestry service withj inspiring in themselves, which do not
'
Leaves Barranca on the arrival oi vention Irom Bernalillo county.
Why? Because
omce here and Stuart van Vliet, a son recite in church.
the north bound train and arrives at
of an army officer and who is well they are not prayers and do not form
of the liturgy. Applying this test
Taos at 7 p. m.
Naming three Republicans and two known here. They made the trip by part
to
Ten miles shorter than any other
it follows that only sudh
music,
horseback
from
Cowles to Farmington
Democrats to represent Socorro counas are in themselves
and
hack
Good
covered
good
compositions
way.
ty in the constitutional convention, and underwent great hardships, their
to be used in our
fit
are
prayers
water
of
teams.
out
and their
giving
the Democratic and Repubulican con supply
when much of the
so
And
churches.
food allowance was pretty low. Here
TJaArLg 4eaa.to M&lct Ta.a j ventions have joined in naming H. O.
now in use is excluded, no re
music
is
account
to
the
the
tenderfeet
given
93agT9X GoxaafortOb'ble,
Bursum, J. Frank Romero and A. C.
flection is thereby made on its value
in Washington, D. C:
Republicans, and Harry N.
Abeytia,
se only on its value as a prayer.
per
Trip
Charles
A.
the
of
Beard,
recently
Daugherty and James G. Fitch, Demo
In
his
desire then to bring back Greforestry service in New Mexico, writes
crats.
the Holy Father does
interesting accounts to his friends gorian Chant, on
modern music. He
here of his horseback trip from Cowles, not wage war
the
asserts
By the unanimous adoption of a res New Mexico, to
principle that
merely
Farmington, New Chant
olution submitted by David J. Leahy Mexico.
fills the highest ideal of musical
the Republicans of precinct 29, at a
and is in perfect accord witJh
Mr. Beard was accompanied
by prayer,
primary election held last night in Stuart Van Vliet, a former school the liturgy of the Catholic church;
Las Vegas, instructed the delegate? mate at Emerson
For
years the only
ten vears whereas, modern music, failing in
the precinct in the coun- ago. Mr. Van Vliet institute,
first class tonsorial parlor representing
is a son of Colonel these two essentials, is unsuitable for
use in our churches, however valuable
ty convention to vote and work for Van Vliet, United 'States army.
in Santa Fe.
tttie nomination of Dr. J. M. Cunning
The two voune men left Cowles it may be in our concert halls."
ham, Harry W. Kelly and Stephen B. bright and
OUR NEW FITCH
Referring to chant as the official
early June 28, and wishing music
of the church and that music
Davis, Jr., as candidates lor election to make the first part of their
TREATMENT
journey which the
as members of San Miguel county s at
Holy Father wishes used
easy stages, they were two days in
is guaranteed to cure, (not only delegation to the constitutional conin the United States
churches
the
into Santa Fe, a distance of
Mrs. Ward
relieve, Dandruff, falling hair & vention. Before presenting the reso- getting
55 miles. After a lew days stav in as well as elsewhere,
other scalp irritations. We also lution Mr. Leahy made a short ad Santa Fe, and after securing their writes: Chant may be called the offi
the
cial music of the church, as Latin is
carry a complete line of all the dress in which heofdemonstrated
outfit, they nacked uu and
not only bethe coming elec- camping
great
importance
facial
and
tonics.
,
hair
smarted with their
an In her official language,
popular
cause by the convention of centuries
tion. He said the men chosen as dian
covFITCH
&
LUXE
DE
pony, early Sunday, July 3d,
QUININE
HERPICIDE,
members of the constitutional con- ering 30 miles
to Espanola their first (in some cases dating back to Aposto
has made it her own,
vention
will
called
BATHS
be
BATHS
upon
BATHS
On
the tolic days) she
day out from the Capital.
but because chant alone is able to exrender to the new state services that first day's
trip they passed through
shall be enduring and the people the
her entire liturgical year, full
Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY
Tesuque Indian pueblo and the lit- press
care
in
use
Because dhant not
should
and
nominating
unabridged.
great
tle
Mexican
town
Phone us, wewillbegladtocallfor your
of Pojoaque.
men.
Mr.
and can be made
and
Lealhy
a
ana
capable
sings
n
electing
only
prayer
Monaaye
The 4th, 5th and 6th days of July
Tuesdays
laundry
to
but chant sings
el3e,
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays said that a canvass of the Republican were uneventful, though thev
sing
nothing
followed
own prayers
voters of precinct 29 had shown that
the
church's
precisely
All work is guaranteed; your
along the Rio . Grande and Chama riv- one of which, during the entire
.....
Messrs. Cunningham, Kelly and Davis
each
xl
-,
11
Bocks are mended and buttons
J
auu
nassea unrougn ine uuie Mex
were the unanimous choice of the eio
sewed on you shirts, without
ican towns of El Rito, Abiquiu, Coyo year possesses its individual Grecounextra charge.
for
in
the
membership
precinct
te and Gallina. After leaving Galli gorian melody. And finally, because
alone possesses that spirituali
PHONE RED 122. PHONE RED 122. ty delegation.
na creek one and one-hal- f
miles west chant
of Gallina, where they were obliged ty, that essence of impersonal beauty,
to drink the warm alkali water, a worthy of the sacred text. Chant is
start was made for the Laguna An- in truth a religious specialist, and is
tonio Garule, which Is high up on thus in the realm oi music what the
the mesa Cyita Blanca (white mist) religious orders are in the world.
Difficulty to Render Chant.
15 miles west.
They were then geton rendering chant
"The
ting onto an arid plateau and were en- lies in difficulty
demand it makes upon the
the
to
some
deavoring
of the much
get
Mexico
talked of Laguna water, hoping to religious and artistic insight of the
Fe,
break the trip to water the next day, singer, who, in order to render it corimbued with
July 7th. Tlhe water at Laguna An- rectly, must be himself
tonio Garule, instead of lovely and the spirit, and an orator can be
0lBRyEfSID
in
pure, was found to be anything else, taught very little if he does not
for it was stagnant and alive and be- his own soul possess the dramatic incause of the long dry .season the little stinct. Chant is prayer as well as
Oldest and Most Popular Institution in the Southwest
lake had shrunk from 8 acres to about song. It is comparatively easy to
difficult to learn to
one-hal- f
aero in airon
ni'cQiMminK learn niusic, very
are
both
Yet
necessary to him
pray.
jment reigned, but nothing could be
of
who undertakes the execution
done.
chant."
The horses had to have rest, so
Academic and Preparatory Courses
camp was pitched and coffee made,
August time, tells on the nerves.
but no water drunk. Their horses
form Separate Departments
would drink but little of the filthy But that spiritless, no ambition feelSend for Prospectus
BOARDING and DAY STUDENTS
water that night and but little more ing can be easily and quickly altered
in tlhe morning, when coffee was again by taking what is known to druggists
5th
Studies resumed September
everywhere as Dr. Snoop's Restoradrunk by the two young men.
BROTHER EDWARD President
July 7th and 8th probably will not tive. Within 48 hours after beginning
be forgotten by the two "tenderfoots" to use the Restorative, improvement
for after drinking the coffee, there will me noticed. Of course, full health
return. The
was a hot ride in the broiling sun will not immediately
for 35 mile3 before there came a gain, however, will surely follow. And
chance for them to quench their thirst best of all, you will realize and feel
and then on'y to find warm alkali wa- your strength and ambition as it is
ter in a "dug-out- "
in an arroyo. The returning. Outside influences depress
water was not inviting, but they knew first the "inside nerves" then the
Write for testimonials of prominent people and booklet why
twenty more miles lay before them, stomach, Heart and Kidneys will usubefore water could be obtained again, ally fail. Strenghten these falling
so they and (horses too draoj: ieartily. nerves with Dr. Shoop's Restorative
SAVES CONSUMPTIVES
The second stage of the day's journey and see how quickly health will be
them to a snrine at the head yours again. Sold by The Capital
M
brought
N.
Gaaeral
Sales
LM HOFFMAN,
Agant, Albuquerque
of Largo Canyon, where camp was Pharmacy.

General Express Forwarder

i

NIL

spot of the West .1 an e'evatioc of 3,700
feet above sea level, sunshine every day. but
Ittie rain or snow during sesstOD.
Eleven Officers;and Instructors, all graduates from standard eastern colleges. Ten
buildlDgs, thoroughly furnished, heatei. light
ed and modern lr all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
G, Hamlitoj. Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
A Flnlay
For particulars an1 Illustrated catalogue
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COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.

Mrs.

b
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address.

Now in
George Cabot Ward,
Santa Fe, Pleads for Devotional
Not Operatic Music in Catholic Church.

50

and
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WRITES OF THE REFORM
IN CHURCH MUSIC.

States.
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"The West Point of the Southwest."
Army Officers Detailed by War Department
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthiest location
of any Military School In the UdIoq. Located
on the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden

i

i

Co., Buffalo,
cents. Forste-Milbur- n
New York, sole agents for the United

Remember the name Doan's
tniro nr. other.
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LAUNDRY

For Best Laundry Work

TO

Parts of the World.

AH

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Pavftbie Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
and all Foreign Countries

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES. Aaent

!

I

LIKE

Fer-gusso-

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

i

Call up 'Phone 9
When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Purnished
RATES RIGHT.

Eiri7

$5.00

FARE

Dm Gaspar Avenua

KERR'S

PLAZA BARBERSHOP

CHAS. CLOSSO

THE C. E. HARTLEY REAL

i9

ESTATE CO

SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO
Offers irrigated lands in tract9 of all sizes, raw lands,
under ditch, $40 00 to 75.00 per acre, under cultivation
and highly improved, 860.00 to 8175.00 per acre. These are
ideal homes ready for you.

Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre
RANCHES,
LARGK
AN I)
SMALL

1

We are prepared to locate settlers on gov- ernment land. We have Irrigation enter- prises, needlnsr capital. Moneyed : men: are
;
invited to correspond with us.

IF YOU NEED ANYTHING IN NEW MEXICO,

pack-thorse-

RANCHES,
LARGS
AND
SMALL.

LET US HEAR FROM YOU,

NEAT ATTIRE

I

St. Michael's College
New

Santa

CHRISTIAN BROTHERS

flftlirw COMMERCIAL LITERARY
&

SCIENTIFIC

Tuberculosis Conquered

NATURE'S CREATION

Particular care

Is

taken that no

out-

fit leaves
THE WILLIAMS A RISING LIVERY
STABLE
unless it is in perfect condition.
Horses fresh, vehicle? clean and easy
Drivers spick and span.
running.
Patrons are always well pleased with
our service. We have rigs of all kinds
for use at any time of day or night
and our charges are moderate.

WILLIAMS
310

when apparently "run to seed" a little
are equally benefited by our renovation treatment. We put an entirely
new appearance on them, giving each
garment a freshness that suggests the
original appearance when brand new.
We are prompt and careful with our
work and guarantee to all partons perfect satisfaction as well as contentment with the low prices charged.

Julius Mnralter, Tailor

4 BI8H6

San Francisco St. 'Phone 139 Rei.

Cor. Palace and Washington

Avenue.

THE WEST FOR THE WEST,
The Colorado Rational Life

Assurance

Company

Denver Colorado,

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
A. M BERGE&E,
Santa Fe,

N. M.

Manager for New Mexico.
Catron Block.
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R. J. PALEN, President,
THAT POPULATION CENTER.
WEST STANDS FOR PROGRESS, i
J. B. BEAD, Cashier.
!
few decades will elapse before
FEAKK McKAFE, Assistant Cashier.
L, A, HUGBES,
Santa Fe can hope being within a
j
(Continued From Page Onej
center
PUBLISHERS.
miles
of
of
thousand
the
popuTHE NEW MEXiCAN PBfNTtNG COMPANY
lation of the United States.
The find American life, and especially the:
FRANK P. STURGES.
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
Vice President. growth of eastern cities, which has life tf :!:). American communities
Editor and President.
been nothing short of marvelous the ciuwging from the pioneer
stage, ;
JOHN K. STAUFFER Secretary-Treasure- r
past decade, lias balanced the growth mule and Without genius or beauty.;
SANTA
Entered as Second Class Mattel at the Sanla Fe PostofScc
is a fine thing for a. nation, but
of the west. In spite of the general bea
still
finer
is
and
,
thing,
$3.50 lief to the contrary, it is estimated by character
RATES OF SUSSCRlPTlOr-'- .
Daily, six months by mail
Th
the census bureau that, the mysterious thousu beauty is good, strength is an
fn
Banking
25
carrier
week
Daily per
by
2.00
Weekly, per year
called the center of population even greater good.
Maw
point
Mexloo.
In
75
1370
Daily, per month, by carrier....
1.00 has moved towards the Pacific scarceThe men who have "made this
six months
Daily, per oioDth, by mail...... 65 Weekly,
it
west
the
what
of
1900.
public
is,;
50 ly any, if at all since
The phe- groat
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Daily, per year, by mail
$150,000
Capital Stock
nomenal growth of the west, it seems, and especially the men who have,.
it
common-1a
continental
into
tumid
Profits
Undivided
80.000
has but kept pace with the equally
Surplus and
OFFICIAL PAPER CF SANTA FE COUNTY.
notable gains made by the east.
jwfaith, have possessed in the highest;
t
the great virile virtues of ;
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. I is sent to
transacts a general hanking business in all its branches.
The population of Oklahoma has in- - degret
and uu- courage, energy,
and
tfrculattn
a
has
growing
large
croased 09 per cent, but this is by Idyunted and unwavering
every postofflce in the Territory, and
Loans
money on the most favorable tsrms on all kinds of
resolution.)
no means to be taken as a reliable Then
Abra-nmocg the intelligent and profjessive people or. the Southwest.
whom
leaders
of
typical
personal and collateral security. Buys and se?!s bonis and
measure of the general expansion on ha,:; Lincoln,
though the most exeep-- !
in all markets fur its customer.
stocks
in'
are
we
the
this side of
Buys and sells
Mississippi,
the most typical have
tionnl, was
(UNtONakjflLAfcrL- .
.
si makes
formed. While Nebraska has been godomestic
and
an
a
and
fr$i?n exchange
telegraphic transfer
possessed keen intelligence,
not merely strong but lof- g of money to all parts of the civilized world on as iibersi terms 1
ing forward by 'eaps and bounds, chaiac-tr-Pensylvania has not been inactive. ty, a character evalted by the fact
ccrted attack as was made upon Spain The New England states balance Mis- - that great power was accompanied by i as are given by any tnoiiey transmitting agency public or f
DISTRICT IRRIGATION LAW.
execution of the alleged lead- - souri, Kansas, Iowa and other groups a hisn and fine determination to use
private. Interest allowed on tjsm deposits at the rate ot three
There are breakers ahead for com- after the
Barcelona riots a year or of western communities. Even Rhode this great power for the common good j
er
of
the
per cent per annum, on six months' or years time. "'Liberal
munities that plunge without forejtwo ago. It is charged that he is vio Island has not been left behind.
for the advancement of mankind. The j
made on consignments' f livestock amf products.
advances
thought into irrigation enterprises unthe constitution and attacking
The whole country, it appears, has pioneer days- are over, save in a few
der the district law passed by the last lating
The
bank
executes
all orders of its patrons in tite banking line,
he
denies that
The act is a religion. The premier
been filling up since the last census places; and the more complex life of
legislative assembly.
to religion, and insists that
hostile
is
to
and
to tnem as liberal treatment in all respects.
extend
Aims
Foreigners are attracted by the east- todav calls for a greater variety of
good one, its intent is correct, and yet, he is
the
religious
on
were
than
needed
interpreting
good
merely
qualities
unas is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank
ern factories and the Pennsylvania
unless the promoters of systems
sections of the constitution rationally coal fields, while the richness of the the frontier. There is need at presder this law are of the right stamp, and
sentiing. Safety deposit boxes for real. The patronage of the
in accordance with modern
ent to encourage the development of
western soil catches the Yankees.
the community will suffer almost irre- ment.
is respecfully solicited.
public
new
abilities
can
which
be
brought
The increase in population has been to
parable harm, while, on the other
of
kind
a
a
was
a
high
nation
perfection
to
only
by
be
that
used
"It
around pretty evenly, accord- training useless in
hand, with honest promoters and an
"jtn.n njinjurnnnnTUTjiJUTjTn
nnirunmnniw
unto itself so far as its internal spread
pioneer times; but
no
with
to
the
available,
energetic community, splendid results law
figures
ing
these new qualities can only supplenot
still
concerned.
is
are
It
affairs
will be achieved. Says the Irrigation
section of the country having distinct- ment; and never
supplant, the old,
accountable, in any formal manner, to
the best of it.' There is abundant homely virtues; the need for tihe
Age:
ly
naof
or
to
the
family
others nations
evidence of general healthy growth, special and distinctive pioneer vir"Every state having the district, law
is, it is exempt from the the
should have a competent state admin- tionsthat,
figures for one locality being as tues is as great as ever. In other
meddlesome interference of other naas those for another. The
istration and a code of irrigation laws tions. But
as our civilization grows older
encouraging
increasing respect for the west, it is observed, might have out- words,
which will enable the officers in charge
and more complex, while it is true that
enworld
is
of
the
sentiment
the east, had it not been for we need to develop men whose lives
to see to it that the district business public
to those who,, are looking stripped
of the oublic areas. are devoted wholly to the pursuit, of
the
is safe. The early California exper- couraging to that international
diminishing
federaforward
This condition leaves almost an equal special objects, it is yet also true
ience has been repeated in Colorado. tion of which
visWILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,
prophets have had
that we need a greater and not a less
It would seem that Colorado has ions, and of which poets have sung." footing.
adopted much of questionable value
Columbus, Intl., then is welcome to development of (he fundamental fronOne
in
These virtues include
from California and that it has not
retain the dubious honor of being the tier virtues.
WHY NOT NEW MEXICO?
self-helCuisine and
center of population. The exact spot the power of
together with
accepted much that is good from other
Large Sample
The thousands of American farmers
the power of joining with others Tot
states. The Wright District Law of
is
anyway.
Table Service
untenanted,
probably
Room for ComCanwestern
from
who
are
returning
mutual help, and, what is especially
California was worked to the limit.
Ucex
mercial Travelers
conditions
dissatisfied
with
important, the feeling of comradeship,
Bonded indebtedness piled up until ada, much
COUNTY DIVISION PLAN.
not
of
the
made
mistake
coming
of
social
there,
man
Any
the situation seemed hopeless. It to
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
WASHINGTON AVENUE
Editor Don Kedzie of the Western who had the good fortune to live
New Mexico in the first place. Op-was hopeless. An attempt was made
the
creation
to
wants
Liberal
Alberta
as
simplify
such
Manitoba,
old
frontier
conditions
among the
i
when the seriousness of the situation portunities
are to be ob- - of Pyramid county by the hrst state must, in looking back, realize how
was fully realized to have the law de- and Saskatchewan offer,
o
recol-icHe still has a dim
in New Mex- legislature.
AMERICAN AND
vital was this feeling of general comCalifornia tained for the same price
unconstitutional.
clared
EUROPEAN PLA
under far less severe cli- - lection, evidently, what he ran up radeship and social fellowship. There
and
that
has no administration that can pass
against in the past and is convinced, were good men and bad men in the
on the legality or feasibility of irri- matic conditions.
It is stated on the authority of the that if a constitution is the kind of new communities just as in the old
gation works and plans for Irrigation officials of
t
of
the reclamation service catch-al- l for all sorts of legislative
communities, and the conditions
districts. Colorado is in much the
to
like
would
Democrats
the frontier were such that the qualiAmerican farmers visions, that
of
thousands
same position. Wyoming has adopted
to Canada are again turning make it, there ought to be room for ties of the good and bad alike were
the district law with some changes who went
homeward. Many farmers the following simple financial clause lumer more suiKingiy
maniiestea
and unless all signs fail trouble will their faces
who sold their holdings in this coun- - which would regulate the creation of than in older communities; but among
occur in that state.
to try their fortunes in Canada, new counties on a commercial basis: the men who tried to lead hard"The great difficulty with the law is try
"The people of any section of any working, decent lives, there was a
have
already arrived ot their former
J. E. LACOME
that some speculator will buy up lands
to fol--' county, which section shall consist feeling of genuine democracy, which
are
and
homes
expected
many
and then vote favorably for a district. low soon. It is said
an
Amerthirty-sito
than
the
not
townships,
less
approach
of
represented
that
practically
In Wyoming the state engineer must
every American farmer in the neigh- may apply to the legislature for then ican ideal which we certainly should
Proprietot
pass on the feasibility of the plans for borhood of Alberta, where the Cana- - erection of a new county. This
do everything in our power to prereclamation.
There is nothing to
not.
serve.
did
We
to
that
be
try
say
by
accompanied
government maintains an irriga- plication shall
force the promoters of the district to
men were equal when they were not
Commodious Sample Room
tion project, is dissatisfied with con-- j $2,500 in cash. This application and
carry out these plans, here is nothing d it ions and wants to
to
equal, but. we did our best to secure
back home. cash shall be considered equivalent
get
to protect the prospective settler. It
like an equality of opporThe principal crops raised there the passing of a bill forming the new something
long Distance Telephone Station.
is easy for the promoters to prepare
an
imme-ther- e
and
for
of
reward
tunity
equality
formed
shall
be
are alfalfa and winter wheat, and county, which
each
good service; and, moreover,
plans that are first class in every de
is much uncertainty as to these, diately after the adjournment of the man
to
on
be
tail. It is easy for them to place lands The
received,
expected
and,
or
takes
action
climate is extremely cold, heavy legislature, whether it
Steam Heated: Electric
the whole, was received, wherever he
on the market at $30 and then $20 for
snowstorms falling in September and not. Provided, that if the people of
FIRST CLASS CAFE
on
the
his
went,
that
merits
water hights when the lands might October last
footing
from
Lighted, Every Room
year adding to the gen- the county seat of the county
warranted.
IN CONNECTION
d
have been bought in the first place
a Good One,
eral discomfort and discontent. It is which the new county shall be
so far as possible these quali"Now,
for $2 per acre and the irrigation systhe
sum
of
$5,000
that 15,000 settlers have re- ed, shall pay in the
ties and the conditions that bring
tem built for at least $20 per acre.
from Canada during the past new county shall not be formed, but about these
turned
PttKSS THE BUTTON WE DO THE REST.
qualities should be kept
This kind of business aways reacts.
be
in
shall
nine months, and the great majority the $2,500 originally paid
in
which
states
the
are
irgreat
growing
an
we
reason
hold
"For this
that
of these base their principal objec- returned. The money paid in, euner out of the old frontier communities.
rigation district should not be possi- tion to the country on the form of the the $2,500 or the $5,000, as the case We
need to strive for the general soFULL COURSE MEALS FROM NOON ON.
ble except where the lands are in pri- Canadian
We
Free born may be, shall be divided, share and cial betterment of the people as a
government.
vate holdings and where these hold- Americans do not take
the
of
If yon drop in at 5 o'clocx yon can get a hot
kindly to share alike, among the members
whole, and yet to encourage individual
The
ings are small comparatively.
Canadian or otner foreign laws, and legislature, no portion going to the liberty and set high reward on indiNow
district law should never operate ex- homesickness which quickly iBtnke.s chief clerR of either nouse.
vidual initiative up to the point where
sapper ready to eat and yon will not have to
cept where competent public super- them when they get beyond the boun- - j" "It will be admitted that such a pro- - they become detrimental
to
the
genvision of plans is provided. This pub- daries of their own
Our Increasing patronage is the
wait.
vision in the constitution would sim- eral weffare. In continually and earn- country.
beat proof that we merit yours.
lic supervision should go further. The
and
division
scraps,
tide
the
of
homeward
The turning
the county
pijfy
should
a
bond
issue
raised
money
by
of immigration that has flowed north- put everything on a more business
'Continued on Paee Eiebt.i
G.LUPE HERRERA
be placed in the hands of some pub-li- e ward
during the past few years is no like basis."
Proprietor
officer or at least subject to the
to those who are familiar
surprise
re- examination of such an officer. The with the conditions in this country.; The Roswell Register Tribune
public should exact a bond or some With the vast tracts of fertile arid prints the New Mexican's casual ire- kind of security from those who are lands now being developed
RATES 41.00 A DAY AND UP
along mark that the Democratic party in
ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES
responsible for the completion of the broad and intelligent lines by the best Bernalillo, Grant and other counties
irrigation system so that the plans as government on earth, located near the seems to consist mostly of attorneys,
approved may be carried into effect. big markets in the biggest country and those attorneys who use franks
There should be some means where- in the world, with a people and cli- - and passes freely. The Roswell paper
by the promoters, if such exist, will be mate unsurpassed, the farmer who adds:
"Very much the same conditions
compelled to dispose of lands and wa- leaves America to seek his fortune in
ter rights at a price that would com- Canada is making a great mistake and hold over in these corner counties. In
EUROPEAN PLAN
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
,L naves cuumy amuug
pare with real values. The prospec- Will SOOn regret it.
are
The only first class Hotel in Santa Fe, with hot and cold water
tive settler should have some protecgates
Aliuruey j. j. muiannuii,
in
'
Attorney John I. Hinkle and Attorney
tion."
DiiTrucoiwr. r.iMF
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best CAFE in
AtIn
county
lEinmett
Patton.
Eddy
00t0rriPv tnirt nf
tvt0,
the City to connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed,
leads the delega- MOULDING PUBLIC OPINION.
the great care with which Colorado torney C. R. Brice
Mce sample room on first floor, Special attention
given to traveling
uu,,
Public opinion as moulded by the keeps its streams full of trout; the
men.
Give us a trial if you want first class service,
.
,
deleVinth
contestmff
the
rinminntp
"
newspapers affects not only local con- expense
tne
to wmch
:
neignnonns..
that
stituencies, but the influence of the state goes to restocking them. But Scions, so that it would appear
of New Mexico are
the.
Democracy
Cen
and
has
become
the
of
in
2S?SSS?aS5:
game,
international,
the preservation
press
WSVi.
Prop.
not putting mucn trust m ue coiuui.m
foreign governments are so keenly tennial State is not doing as well as
UOL
18
a
wuo
rc
ul
lellow
i
alive to this that many of them main- New Mexico. According to the Den- some sort or other."
tain press agencies supported by pub- ver Times:
"Four years ago you could walk
lic funds. Says the Youth's ComIt is to be hoped that the state of
from tlhe Lodge to the trail that .ilips
panion:
Mexico will be able to brag as
New
"Nations are discovering that it is ever rwr mmintain in F.stes nark and
Kansas
is bragging. Forty-eigh- t
to
elk
count
from
coming
forty
sixty
not profitable to disregard the sentiTo-sas
counties,
representing a popula-da- y
the shelter of the aspen.
ment of the rest of the world. The
did not send a single
of
tion
430,274
none
in
the
left
there
aire
park.
world is so small that on many great
state
to
the
penitentiary
social and religious questions the cit- Four years ago the mountain goats prisoner
Silk and Lingerie Princes, Dresses
the hills in freedom. Today ing the past year. In the state the
izens of one country are interested in
If you like good OolTee then
to
sentenced
convicts
of
diminishnumber
one
total
small
and
Plain and Fancy Silks, Plain and Fancy
you will surely be charmed
the policy of the governments of other there is but
with.
was 233, one for every 6.867
countries. They do not hesitate to ex- ing flock. Last spring 400 beavers prison
White Goods, Embroideries and Laces.
dam in some side waters oi the state's population. Kansas is
had built
press their disapproval; sometimes and
"CHASE AND SUBORNS
world that a
to
show
at
of
their
ambitious
the
them
the
watching
ALL
GOES AT ONE HALF
LOOK AT OTTR"
they attempt to organize protest
THE REGULAR PRICE,
was a keen pleasure. state which boasts the lowest percentqueer
masonry
SHOW WIN DOW
offends
which
them.
SEAL
against that
BRAND"
One night a party of "sportsmen" dy- age of illiteracy has something
"The Belgian cabinet, a few months
namited the dam and killed, by tlhe
for it besides a bumper wheat
formal
issued
a
protest against
ago,
It has a distinctive. Satisall but three of the beav- crop and a record breaking corn yield.
explosion,
fying flavor rich, mellow
a continuance of the attacks upon the ers. ' In less than two
from this With its school houses filled, and its
and fine the result of
years
administration of the Congo affairs. It time there will be
scientific, careful blending
nothing of all this poor houses empty, it is making excel- of perfectly roasted coffees
Intimated that there had been misapunEste3
life
from
wild
left
the world's best plan- in
commendable
a
ent
toward
fascinating
progress
tatlons.
prehension of the purposes of the gov- less Congress can be persuaded to j
popula-proclaito
reduce
its
prison
purpose
bMtMfetfSS ntffcm
ernment, and pledged itself to an atit a national park; and Con- - tjon t0 tYle minimum.
fwr orders Kuvered
?
tempt to correct existing abuses. The gress is not likely to do that until the
Fe
Santa
Liberal prime minister of Spain, who public opinion of Colorado becomes!
Agents.
Bernalillo, San Miguel and Santa
is engaged in a readjustment of the emphatic.
It's a great opportunity Fe COUnties, the three central
relations between the state and the
of sheer indifference."
jlies of the Territory, the richest in
QlUGSn
Roman Catholics has sent out a stateIfffLD CHERRY, LEMON SODA,
BREW,
resources and in wealth, each show a
BEER, KLONDIKE FIZZ, COCO COLA?
ment explaining what he has done and
session
of the legis- j falling off in theia- assessment returns
The special
what he proposes to do, and announc- lature has cost Colorado f 17,000 thus this year. There must be something
iviirafeKAl. WATERS.
COMPANY
ing that he is supported, not only by far, and not a single new law has been wrong in each of those counties,
SANTA
BOTTLING WORKS
the king, but by the leaders of the
on the statute books. It costs er a decline of prosperity or else
... . .
n
mm
ii"M
iltered
water.
aji
Conservative party.
HENRY KRICK. Proprietor
to live in a Democratic tensive tax dodging. Either born of
"He expects to forestall such a con- - state.
the dilemma is unpleasant.
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A. I.. Small of New York is a sight- Sfer at the Palace.
Mrs. H. G. Frankelburger of Cimar-- 1
P1
ion, is a sigmseer ai me raiace.
.Miss Alain of Alabama, is a sight
111
seer regisierea at uregg-notei.
.Mr. and Mrs. R.
of
E, Johnson
the
South Dakota, are tourists in
j
city. They are at the Claire hotel.
MKs McMillan
returned to , her
home in the Duke City Wednesday to
the regret of the many friends she!
has here.
Georse Curry is expected to arrive here tomorrow from
Tularosa.
J. Longwe'.i, who has been visiting
his wife. at. St. Vincent's returned to
nis home in hi Paso last evening.
- - Miss Virginia Bean gave a delight-- ,
ful musieale at her home this week:
and it was enjoyed by many of her
friends.
j
35c
05c Cake stands
Fancy sauce dishes
Mrs, Wilson, of St. Anthony's Sani- - j
25c
10c Fruit bowls
Cream pitchers
tarium at Las Vegas, is visiting her
St.
Mrs.
Vincent's
at
friend,
Snyder,
10c Water pitchers
25c
auar bowls
If 200 YEARS AGO one of your ancestors had banked only 200 dollars
Sanitarium.
at 5 per cent compound Interest and, you had that $200 and the Interest,
Rev. J. V. Siler, of San Angelo,
I
each dollar bill were a link In a chain, that chain would reach from New Texas, is a health seeker at the sani--i
York o San Francisco .
tarium having arrived in the city on
No. 1 last evening.
15c ASSORTMENT
Money "grows In our hank if you will let it.
10c ASSORTMENT
S. Y. Orr of Blair, Nebraska, who is
Make OUR Bank YOUR Bank.
an inventor of a steel eraser, is in
We pay liberal interest consistent with safety.
of Kitchen ware, stew pans,
Pudding pam, baking pans,
the city, and expresses delight at the
cake
flesh
pans,
forks,fartcy
kitchen sets, strainers.
&
to
Fe
has
Santa
interesting sights
offer. Mr. Orr has traveled all over
cake spoons.
this country.
Mrs. W. J. Mills, wife of the gover- '
SURETY BONDS
INSURANCE
nor, and her daughter Miss Madeline
DONT" MISS THIS Op- 20c ASSORTMENT
Mills, will leave probably the end of
ALL GOODS ON DIS-PLA- If
next week for Las Vegas. Governor
Mills will also go to Las Vegas to;
portumty to buy high
Mixing pans, frying
cast his vote.
class
WINDOW.
goods at reduced
pans, coffeepots, stew
WE HAVE SOME EXCELLENT BARGAINS IN BOTH
Invitations are out to the wedding
kettles.
prices.
IMPROVED AND UNIMPROVED RESIDENCE AND
of Miss Susan Weltmer, daughter of
BUSINESS PROPERTY,
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Weltmer and Marion Lloyd Burrows, at the Church of
the Holy Faith at 2: .10 p. m. Thurs'Houses and Furnished Rooms fur Rent.
day, September 8.
Miss Phoebe Hart of Las Vegas, is
See our attractive lint before buying.
the guest of Miss Madeline Mills at
iWPfWSWWKWf"
the executive mansion. Miss Hart is
O. C- &
(the daughter of Architect E. W. Hart
Santa Fe, New Mexico
who drew the plans for the library at her beautiful residence on East
Talace avenue. Invitations were sent
building in this city.
to
all members of the D. A. R. in the
Misses
The
a
entertained
Laughlin
Phone. Fed Eo. 189
119 SanFrancisct' St.
500
at
afternoon
large party
territory. They were asked to meet
Monday
at their home on Don Gasjjar avenue Mrs. W. P. Thornton, a charter mem-- I
in honor of their guest, Miss Eileen ,.ber of the chapter, who has been
McMillen of Albuquerque. The affair away from Santa Fe for several years.
HAVE LONG SINCE LEARNED To COME To MS
A meeting of the members was held
proved a very pleasant one.
FOR NEW SNAPPY SHOES, FOR A WHILE, WE
Mrs. B. S. Rodey, wife of Judge Ro- - from 3 to 4 p. m. when the state
will shortly visit in Santa Fe gent gave information as to the prodozen
WANT TO DIRECT OUR ATTENTION To THE
Exceptional Bargains
band will be the guest of Mrs. William posed marking of the Santa Fe trail,
$1.00 $1,25 and
MEN,
jj. Mills. Mrs. Rodey has received a At 4 o'clock half a dozen prospective
to
were
asked
of
from
husband
members
the
her
that
society
stating
(letter
YOU AS WELL AS THE
WE CAN
jl
jhe has arrived safely at Nome, Alas- - join the D. A. R. and a most delightful
ka.
LADIES.
WILSON RANGES AT COST
social hour was spent; after which
Wilson Mills, the son of Governor the guests repaired to the dining room
NEW LINE OF EVERYDAY SHOES JUST REof
and Mrs. Mills, is now at Raton on which was a veritable bower
TENT OOTS OSTERMOOR MATTRESS KS
CEIVED.
his way to Ute Park, doing hydro- - beauty. American flags decorated the
-- FURNITURE
HOUSE FURNISHING.
with
was
room
the
work.
table
and
He
in
exquisite
to
be
graphic
expects
r NoBETTER VALUES To dE HAD ANYWHERE
Las Vegas Monday and he will cast a huge glass bowl filled with flowers
Akers-Wagne- r
his first vote in that city September matching the color of nation's emblem.
6th.
EXPERT EMBALMERS & FUNERAL DIRECTORS.
;a large cake decorated with flags and
PRICES TO SELL IN A HURRY AT
Mr. and Mrs. R. F. Asplund and the bearing a minute man m the center,
Nearly all the
Rev. F. W. Pratt will be at home at was much admired.
AND
the Episcopal rectorv Tuesdav even- - china and silver used on this occas- a
hundred year3
Room For Improvement
jing. This will be in the nature of a ion were well over
"farewell" for the Rev. Mr. Pratt who old.
SPLENDID VALUES IN OLD MENS SOFT AND
will likely leave Wednesday for Carls-- !
Mrs. Thornton and her sister. Mrs.
jbadCHEAP AT
Victory, who is regent of the chapter,;
COMFORTABLE SHOES.
A. S. Smith, a well known salesman poured tea.
OUR PRICE
!of rubber goods, is here from Denver,
The quaint old placita and its spa-- I
Albert F. Welles, of New York; E. clous Zaguan, were beautifully
and
jP. Pardee of Kansas City; E. J. Ber- - profusely decorated with flags of all
rotas'
liner of New York City; and Alfred nations, which, with the masses of
BEST GRADE HEAVY SHOES, FOR MOUNi
J. Cohn, of El Paso, are traveling flowers and vines, made a setting fit
men registered at the Palace.
TAIN CLIMBING OR HUNTING, NEVER WEAR
'.219 W
for fairy land.
The sister and niece of Mrs. B, M.
OUT. $4.
In referring at all to this most beauThomas, who have been her guests tiful and unusual entertainment it
for the past fortnight, will return east would not be proper to admit the im. i i.
Monday afternoon. While here they promptu and informal ending when
made many friends and will take back the
DIAMOND SPECIAL POLICE SHOES, CORK
Spanish class augmented by the
with them many delightful memories
THE MOST SKILLFUL NURSE
of Mr. F. W. Hodge, of the
presence
SOLES, MOST LASTING AND; COMFORTABLE
of their visit to the Ancient City.
Smithsonian Institution, and Mr. C. C.
scarcely exists where the room has or
the most famous physician will
SHOES MADE AT
Joseph C. Hoenlg, representative of
he-eof Pittsburg, were hospitably
built with our Lumber. Every be of nn avail if the medicine
ordered a correspondence school, who expect- - Murray,
"al
sunner.
at
served
entertained
architect and builder gives us credit ,is not exacUy as it should be
ed to make Santa Fe his home, finds fresC0' in this beautiful placita bril-h- e
for keeping the finest selection of
will have to spend some months at
iiantiy illuminated by myriads of e
DIAMOND SPECIAL VICH KID, SNAPPY,
school's office in Albuquerque. Mr. candescent
Lrmber in the neighborhood. "It is all THE DRUGGIST
lights.
MUST WORK
is from Lockport, N. Y.,
who
Hoenig
and
.
seasoned
well
too,
timber,
good,
DRESSY, NEAT AND COMFORTABLE, WORTH
studied at Cornell and came west for
(Continued nn Paee Eight.- free from warpings and imperfections. in perfect harmony with the doctor his health which has
A FIVE DOLLAR NoTE .OF ANY MANS MONEY
improved stead
Wc have it ready for instant use and and Ihe has an equal responsibility. ily since his residence in New Mexico,
We
Souvenirs t0 iadies, Sunday, night,
prescriptions with abAT
ior every purpose, and the prices are solutecompound
Last evening at tlhe Episcopal rec- at the Adobe Grand.
and
faithfulness.
accuracy
' Have yours put up here .so as to be tory, Mr. and Mrs. Rupert. F. Asplund,
satisfactory to all buyers.
entertained the church committee
absolutely sure they' are right.
and Mrs. Mills, at' a charm
ing supper, as a farewell to Mr. Pratt,
rector of the church of the Holy
Faith. Those present were: Hon. L.
"Before I began using Cascarets I had
B. Prince, warden; Hon. it. J. Palen,
PANSY PLANTS NOW.
i bad
pimples on my face,
treasurer; Dr. W'. S. Harroun, seere- - an3 complexion,
was ot digested as it should
fo
& Co.
Successors to Stripling-Burrow- s
my
CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
tary, with their wives, and Governor have been Now j. am entirely well, and
and Mrs. Mills.
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL
the pimples have all disappeared from my
&
face. I can truthfully say that Cascarets
DESIGNS.
R, V. BOYLE Mgr.
e just as advertised; I have taken only
D .A. R. Entertainment.
Telephone No 140 Red
.The New Mencal. Printing Corn-anCL&RERDON
POOLTRY YARDS'
has ou hand a large supply of.
On Thursday of this week Mrs. L.
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.
rence Soriffin, Sheridan, Ind.
iaus and tablets suitable for acbool jjiouiuiu riuice, siaie regent 01 me
Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White Wandottes. Chickens
(rood.
orl:. the desk, and also for lawyers Daughters of the American Revolu-- ,
Pleasant, Palatable, Potent, Taste
are yarded In the orchard under the trees and fed on clean wholesome food
Souvenirs to ladies, Sunday night,
Good. Never Sicken.Weaken or Gripe, Do
No chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine poisoning CH,
only.
.iid merchants: guvl everywhere.
Wc tion,. entertained the Stephen Watts
lrv. in win Nmr sold in bulk. The srenuEGGS FOR HATCHING.
at the Adobe Grand.
lauaranieea iu
Ine tablet stamoed C
will sell them at 5 cents Ui book form IToomor Vha. r,sL u.M WB"""-,
927
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We will sell our entire line, of Glassware at
greatly reduced prices. Remember Friday
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Charles W. Dudrow
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or your money back.

24 Hour Electric
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WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES

We; as Agents
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.Santa :Fe' Water.
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HOTEL ARRIVALS

&

St, Louis Rocky Mt,

Palace.
,
A. L. Small, New York; Bill
A. X. Tomm, Cash Entry; A. S.
Smith, Denver; F. L. Edminsten, Alamosa; Albert F. Welles, New York;
L. V. Duncan, Chicago; E. F. Pardee,
Kansas City; W. Coffey, Denver; E. J.
Berliner, New York; Alfred J. Conn,
El Paso: J. T. Ware, Denver; Mrs. H.
In effect March Tst 1910
(Read Down) ,
(Read Up)
G. Frankelburger, Cimarron.
19
1
21
2
STATIONS
Miles
20
22
Claire.
7
C. M. Compton, Samuel J. Nixon,
o
7 30
LvTa)esMotnes. NTjlT.TAr 77TT7TTT7 Too16
f 8 20
f 4 15
Capulin
Portales: James A. Hull, Slida; J. F.
f 8 35
20
f 4 05
Vluil
1 8 50
25
f 3 45
Garylord, Lafayette, Ind.; J. F. Byrd,
Thompson
1 9 10
31
f 3 25
Cunning-haManzano; Manuel Sanchez, Jr.,
9 35
42
2 55
Ar. Clifton House N.M. Ly
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Johnson,
3 55
2 30
0
12
Lv
00
Ar
N.
M,
Raton,
100U
7
2 50
4 12
Ar. Clifton House. N. M..Lv JU37
9 40
Rosebud, S. D. ; J. E. Hannuui, Albu1 12
42
Lv.. Clifton House N' M.Ar 11 37
querque; J. S. Thomas, Trinidad.
4 30
11 20
48
SPreston
Gregg.
;.lKoehie,-junctio"j:::: r::"" JjS
E. P. Aldridge, C. Howard, G. L.
5 00
Koehler
105JL
Reese, A. B. Seay, Portales; I. L.
.7
85 50
68
ilO 10
iiOolfax
....77
Steele, Melrose; William R. M. Gill,
6 08
76
9 42
Oerrososo
11
82
6 35
Ar
9 25
Lv
Cimarron
:La
Lande; Miss Alsin, Alabama; R.
00
82
8 55
Lv
Ar
Cimarron
W. Rice, Las Vegas.
n 08
86
f 8 47
Nash
f7 18
88
f8 37
Harlan
9 j
Coronado.
. 35
94
Ute Park, N. M.. Lv 8 20
Ar
B. S. Phillips,
j
Buckman;
George
Van Houten; Severo Nar- Moskowa,
:Oonneetswith E. P. & S. W Ry, train No.121 arriving in Dawson, N, M. av 6:15 p. m,
anjo, Santa Clara; W. R. Shupe, San
Connects with E. P. AS, W. Ry, train No. 123 leaving Dawson N, M at 9:55a. m.
ta Fe; Joseph C. Hoenig, AlbuquerSStage for Van Houteu N, M. meets trains at Preston N. M.
O. A S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from DeMoines as follow:
que.
NORTHBOUND:
SOUTH ROUND
Rod-gers-

Pacific

Company.

Railway

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
j

ft JJj

2!

j

0

.

No.
No.

4.48
7. 6 49
1,

a. m,
p. m.

No, 8.
No, 2.

10.44 a. m.f
11.11 p, ni.;

Track connection with A. T. &. S. F. Ky. at Raton and Preston with O, & S. Ry. at
Des Moines Hi. P, 3. W. Ry. at Colfax, N M, and Cimarron & Northwestern at
Cimarron, N. M. which is depot or following station Ocate, Miami, Rayado
and Red Lakes, N. M.
Ute Park. N. M. is depot forthe following stations in N. M. Arroyo Seco, Aurora,
Kaldy Black Lakes, Oerro, Kltzabethtoira. Lobo, (Juesta, Ranchos de Taos, Red
River City, Talpa, Taos and Twining.
Daily. fFlag, t Daily except Sunday
J. DEDMAN,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
V. P. & G. M.,
G. P. Agent,
Superintendent,
Raton, N. M.
Raton, N. f
Raton, N. M.

assumes

no responsibility for opinions expressed in this column. )

W. C. T. U. NOTES.
THE DAY OF OPPORTUNITY.

There is a wise old saying that
"The grist is never ground with the
water that is past."
Today is the day of opportunity
with the people of New Mexico. The
day has arrived when they must make
for themselves laws, or laws which
may prove a heavy burden to them
and a yoke upon their children.
The time is short and affairs are
being rushed in spite of their great
importance and for this reason every
voter should give his undivided attention to this matter, irrespective of all
other duties.
Take up all the issues separately
and think them over, and see what
effect you think they, will have on
you and your children's welfare.
Listen to what others have to say on
the subject, but draw your own conclusions. Allow no man to do your
thinking for you accept no ready

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
From Santa Fe to 1 Paso, Bisbee,
Douglas, and all Points in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
81

Paso & Southwestern

The Best Route

System

East or West

-

ii

m

!j

For Rates and full information address

EUGENE A. FOX,
G.F.& P. A.
El

Paso Texas.

TOURIST
fi
in
it

RATES i

ri a

mm
mm

aa

MM

Liberal Limits and Stopovers

.rjX-ju- .

made conclusions. Look at both sides
of the subject and see which seems
most reasonable and which will redound to your greatest benefit. Weigh
carefully every question, and then go
to the polls and vote for the men who
are the nearest your own opinions,
no matter what his party, religion or
nationality. Pledge your delegates
before they are elected. Pledging
with them after, or seeking to in
fluence them after is trying to grind
with waters that have passed.
Now, before election day is the time
to ascertain whether or no, the men
seeking to represent you and your interests agree with you on matters that
affect you, in writing your constitu- tion for you. Do not forget that it is
your constitution, to be written for
!
you, and that it is your business to
see that it is written right.
True, you can reject a constitution
that does not suit you, but that en
tails loss of time and money, a hurry
and the same man
in
to do the writing the second time, so
it is 'better to choose wisely in the be
ginning.
Accept no vague and indefinite opinMen who ask to
ions or promises.
should tell
constitution
write your
you plainly and clearly what they believe should go into that constitution
and whether or not they will do the
things you desire. They should deal
with you honestly and without subterfuge. If they will not, then your
good sense should turn you to those
who will.
This is not a time for party lines to
be drawn. A constitution is to be writ
ten by all people for all people of
every faith, and the think needed, is
honest men, whose sole
aim is to write the very best constitution that has ever been written, that
i
will bring more benefits to this people
I

U ALL POINTS EAST & WEST JJ
L

The New Mexican

(Communicated.

TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS
CITY OFFICE IN

pNEW MEXICAN

AT

3rBLDCL

-

I

Or Union Depot.

fair-minde-

THE FIRST STATE

FAIR

AND

than any other constitution has
brought to its people, and evidence to
the other states of the Union that you
thinking, wideil are an intelligent,
fullv
awake people,
up to the require
ments of the present day, and not an
ignorant race ready to accept any pre
pared formula handed out to you.
Your conditions differ from those
!

GRAiWSTATEHOOD CELEBRATION

ALBUQUERQUE

OCT.

A SOLID WEEK OF RECREATION

38
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AND AMUSEMENT

HIGH CLASS HARNESS AND RUNNING RACES

5000

SWORN TO;

BE

PROVIDED

120-PAG-

VEGETABLE PLASTER

Minister i

E

fur-nis- h
s

IWrlte the Secretary fo premium lists or other Information!
H. (fRIELLY,
JOHN B. MeMANUa

Secretary.

Atlanta,

BOOK

and fastening bits of paper to trees,
fences and little stakes he had with
j

j

i
j

i

Ga.

any other state, and you need individual laws to govern your case and
suit your requirements, and no one
can know these better than your-- ,
selves. New laws are not necessarily
vicious laws, and any law based strictly on justice and equity Is not to be
(eared.
As our civilization
advances, our
conception of the eternal truths enlarge and expand, and so our forms
of expression for those truths must
change.
As we begin to see that we are individual units of one great whole as
a society, as a nation, as a world
and that "not one of the least of
these" can be injured without an in- jury to the whole it ceases to be a
matter of "me and my wife, my sonj
John and his wife" but a seeking of
the greatest nunroer, knowing in so
doing you are bringing the greatest
good to yourself likewise.
In writing your constitution there
will be one measure of paramount in
terest to be considered, and that is the
prohibition of the sale, barter, manufacture or giving away of intoxicating liquor in your new state; the
deciding whether or not the legalized
liquor traffic shall prey upon you and
your children. Does it bring the greatest good to the greatest number? Is
it a blessing or a curse? Does it bring
to you, individually or collectively,
prosperity or poverty? Does it add
to your health, to your happiness to
your income? Will you bind upon
yourselves and children this curse, or
will you condemn it irrevocably and
forever? You can banish it now at
one blow, and throw off an oppression
that hampers you politically, financially, socially and morally, that ruins
and drags down young men from inand upright
tellectual prominence
character, to depravity, imbecility and
of

poverty.
Think upon this subject, instruct your
delegates upon this subject refuse to
vote for any man who will not take
a stand for the right on this subjeet
it is your business, and you can bring
New Mexico into the Union without
this blot on her escutecheon.
Served as coffee, the new coffee
known to grocers everywhere
as Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee, will
trick even a coffee expert. Not a
grain of real coffee in it either. Pure
healthful toasted grains, malt, nuts,
etc., ihave been so cleverly blended as
to give a wonderfully satisfying coffee
taste and flavor. And it Is "made in
a minute," too. No tedious 20 to 30
minutes boiling. Sold by Frank Andrews.
sud-stitu- te

him.

When Deputy Sheriff Long told the
alleged lunatic that he was wanted
by his mother downtown a rather odd
smile fled over thp rnuntpnance of
fne iatter The man of th law then
decided to play a more direct game
and told him that he was wanted by
tne law- - Why he should be was not
clear to the man and after a resulting
argument in which Deputy Sheriff
Long got the worst of it, both were of
the same turn of mind. The surveyor
explained to the officer that the bits
of paper were intended to show tha
way to a grading crew, and the woman who accused of lunacy for such
is the technical charge has a damage
suit ahead of her.

NOTICE.
WThen the Stomach, Heart, or Kidney nerves get weak, then these organs always fail. Don't drug the
Stomach nor stimulate the Heart or
Kidneys. That is simply a make-shif- t.
equipment:
Get a prescription known to Druggists
George Curry, $20: John R. McFie, everywhere as Dr. Shoop's Restora$25; Nathan Jaffa, ?20; R. J. Palen, tive. The Restorative is prepared ex$20; N. A. Perry, $20; L. A. Hughes, pressly for these weak inside nerves.
$10; Fred Muller, $10; N. Salmon, Strengthen these nerves, build them
$10; Seligman Bros Co., $10; Jno. W. up with Dr. Shoop's Restorative tabMarch, $10; F. Andrews, $5; W. N. lets or liquid and see wow quickly
Townsend & Co., $5; Winter Grocery help will come. Sold by The Capital
Hdw. Co., $10; Pharmacy.
Co., $5; Wood-Davi- s
New Mexican Printing Co., $5; Wm.
Gregg, $5; A. J. Fischer, $10; StripFRATERNAL SOCIETIES.
ling Burrows Co., $12; Salado Son
Stock Co., $5; H. P. Bardshar, $5;
David L. Lowitzki, $5; Fritz Muller,
MASONIC.
$10; ,A. B. Renehan, $10; K C. Ah-- i
bott, $5; Fred Fornoff, $5; Santa Fe
Montezuma Lodge No
Water and Light Co., $25; R. H.
1, A. F. & A. M. RegHanna, $5; Frank Owen $5; W. G.
ular
communication
Dorment, $5; M. P. Davies, $5; F. C.
first Monday of eacr
Wilson, $10; E. C. Burke, $2; Santa Fe
month a Masonic hall
Harware & Supply Co., $5; F. W.
at 7.30 p. m.
Shearon, $5; J. E. Clark, $2.
H. H. DORMAN,
The money as set out in the above
Acting Master.
was
collected
for
of
the purpose
paper
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.
putting a gymnasium in the National
Guard
Armory, but, on acount of
Santa Fe Chapter No. L,
lack of interest and dissatisfaction on
a. oa.. jtteguiar conk.
the part of some of the members of
vocation
second Monday of
the Santa Fe Athletic Club, same was
each
month
at Masonic
a
balance of
discontinued, leaving
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
money in the hands of the treasurer.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P.
The total amount of money as colARTHUR
SELIGMAN,
Secretary.
lected by the committee, which was
appointed by the club, of two memSanta Fe Commander No.
bers, Edward L. Safford and Elmer W.
1, K. T.
Regular conclave
Marsh, to raise the money to put in
fourth Monday in each
The sum of $334
this gymnasium.
month, at Masonic Hall at
was subscribed on the subscription
7:30 p. m.
paper. Of this amount the sum of
J. A. MASSIE. E. C.
$229 was collected by Safford. The re- w. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
maining money on the subscription paper was not collected, as the club, at
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1
that time had disorganized. The said 14th degree. Ancient and Accepted
sum of $229 was turned over by Saf- Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meet
ford to Elmer W. Marsh, the duly on the third Monday of each month
acting treasurer of the club, as shown at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
by his statement.
The following is a statement of the Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are corexpenditures of the club and money dially Invited to attend.
on hand:
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
Venerable Master.
Money subscribed on subscription paper
$334.00 HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
Total amount collected on said
Secretary.

We, the undersigned, do hereby sub- scribe the amounts set opposite our
names, for the purpose of supplying the
Santa Fe Athletic Club with necessary

paper

...

229.00

39.50
Amount collected for dues
for equipAmount expended
119.50
ment of club rooms, etc
Balance now on hand in hank . 148.60
(Signed)
ELMER W. MARSH,
Treasurer Santa Fe Athletic Club.
MY, BUT

THEY

B. P. O. E.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E,
holds its regular session on the second and fourth "Wednesday of each
month. Visiting brothers are Invited
A. J. FISCHER,
and welcome.
J. D. SENA,
Exaltefi Ruler.
Secretary.

HAVE "TENDER-FEET- "
IN SAN ANTONIO.

Knights of Pythias.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights of
Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d
SEVENTEEN CONVICTS ARE
Surveyor at Work is Mistaken for a
Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I.
SEEKING PAROLE.
DamLocked
and
is
Lunatic,
up
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visitage Suit to Follow.
ing Knight's Invited, to attend.
Their Applications Will Be Presented
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
San Antonio, Texas, Aug. 27. J. H. JOHN K. STAUFFER.
to Penitentiary Board September
K. R. 6
Long, deputy sheriff of Texas county
9 What their Sentences Are.
and expert in the handling of lunatics,
TRIP
Here is a list of the convicts who has discovered that there are a num- CHEAP ROUND
are making applications for parole at ber of things he does not know,
the next meeting of the penitentiary among them the ways of surveyors.
RATES
board which will be reld September 9: To a plaintive message received at
wosheriff's
headquarters from a
Jose Garcia Lucero, from Mora the
TO ALL POINTS VIA
man living on the outskirts of the
county, sentenced for life for murder.
Sheriff
Long responded
Sostenes Lucero, from Mora county, city, Deputy
with much alacrity. The woman had
Ci
sentenced for life for murder.
Salamon Aragon, from Lincoln coun- sent word that a supposed lunatic was
acting queerly, going from one place
ty, sentenced for 99 years for murder. to
Effective June 2nd. 1.910
another in a very aimless manner
sentence commuted to 10 years.
Elmer E. Price, from Roosevelt
ATLANTIC CITY $74.05
county, sentenced for life for murder.

if lex

MY

Quirino Salas, from Guadalupe coun-

ty, sentenced for 1 year and 1 day to
3 years, for assault with deadly weap-

DOCTOR

FINE

MIGHTY

on.

Mrs. flattie Cain of Carrsville
Thinks all the More of Her
Doctor Since He Advised
Her to Take Cardui.

Carrsville, Ky. "My doctor," writes
Mrs. Hattie Cain, "who advised me to
take Cardui, for my troubles, is a mighty
fine doctor, and I say God bless Cardui
and the people who make it.
Mike Murphy, from Chaves county,
"Before I took Cardui, I suffered with
sentenced 20 months for larceny and female troubles for
sixteen years. I
would have to send for a doctor every
receiving stolen goods.
Ben Anderson, from Chaves county, three month, andoht how dreadfully J
sentenced to 118 months to 3 years sufferedl
"I would cramo and have convulsions
for burglary,
from Quay coun- and it looked like I would die. At last I
um wnaia surpnsei
ty, sentenced 1 vear and 1 day to 2 iuun.aiuui aiiu
1UUUU 11 WOO U1C 111CUU.M1C

SENT FREE with
testimonials of hun-

REDUCED RATES ON ALL RAILROADS

President.

PAIN.

CURES

umporSore on tue
Lip, Face or Borly 6
months IS CANCER.

THE C. W. PARKER AMUSEMENT COMPANY will
the dowa town night attractions. Fourteen high-classhows and sensational free acts.

J.

$1000

Judges, Lawyers, Doctors
& Millionaires. NoXRiy
OR OTHER SWINDLE
WRITTEN GUARANTEE
Cancers never PAIN they
A small Tumor,

EYERY SPECIES OF KEW AND MSTROCTIYE
WILL

03

children is frequently
The bearing
followed by poor health for the
mother. This supreme crisis of life
finding her physical system unpre- pared for the demands of nature,
leaves her with weakened resistive
powers and sometimes chronic ail- ments. This can he avoided if
nena is usea Deiore me coming oi oany, ana mo uetuuiy woman can
Mother's
.uu uiuiuuguij
is uie uiuy icmeuy mau jjcuci-tiremain ar neaituy muwiur.
prepares the system for healthy motherhood, and bring9 about a natural and
easy consummation of the term. Women who use Mother's Friend are always
saved much suffering when the little one arrives, and recover more quickly, and
with no ill effects, or chronic troubles. Every expectant mother should safeguard
her health by using Mother's Friend,
ius preparing her physical condition
for the hour of motherhood. This
medicine is for sale at drag stores.
Write for free book for expectant
mothers.
BEACFIELD EUGULATOR CO.,

Isidoro Miranda, from Eddy county, sentenced 20 years for murder.
Arthur C. Adims, f;om Roosevelt
county, sentenced for 2 years for manslaughter.
Jap L. Clark, from Torrance county,
sentenced for 7 years for murder.
Caunto Carrillo, ficm Socorro counCURE
ty, sentenced for 25 years for murder.
Elisandro Lucero, from Dona Ana
county, sentenced for 3 years for burgor TUMOR lary.

FAIL TO CURE ANY CANCER
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R H Willis from Eddy county, sen-tenced 1 year to 18 months for lar- ceny and receiving stolen property. John Holston, from Bernalillo coun ,
ty, sentenced 1 year to 3 years for
burglary in shop.
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The Best of Made to Measure Service Right at
Home.
We are local representatives of the
American Ladies' Tailoring Company,
d
Chicago, the famous makers of
garments for women, made to
man-tailore-

individual

measure.

We have their

Fashion Portfolio, and all their samples of cloth. Please come to our
store and see what this service means
to you.

Colored Fashion Plates.

Remarkable Prices

This large Portfolio in our store
shows 24 suit styles, 18 skirt styles
and 12 styles of coats all in actual
colors. The styles are the very cream
of the fashions for Fall and Winter
wear. We also show 180 samples of
cloth the finest selections from all
the new weaves. Any garment will he
made to your individual measure in
any cloth you select. An experienced
fitter in our store will take all of your
measurements fifty if necessary. The
fitter also diagrams the facts regarding your figure and style. The Chicago tailors, with these facts before
them, will fit you as perfectly as
though you went to their shop. Not
such fits as women get by mail, from
measurements taken by themselves.
These garments will fit your figure,
They will
style and individuality.
d
effects.
give you all the

These
garments
cost but little more than one pays for
suits
The
made to your measure run from $13.50
to $45.00. The
skirts run
from $5.50 to $15.00 and the coats
from $7.50 to $25.00. These prices,
remember, are for garments made to
your individual measure, with all the
effects.
The reason is
that the American ladies' tailors make
a thousand garments where the ordinary tailor makes one. They buy
their materials direct from the mills
and in enormous lots. Their expert
supervision is distributed over a very
large output. These prices will be
amazing to women who know what
garments, made to measure, usually cost

Our Own Guarantee

made-to-measu-

man-tailore-

ready-made-

s.

man-tailore- d

man-tailore-

man-tailore-

man-tailore-

d

d

We guarantee you complete
faction.

This guarantee

covers

you expect, you

have

the perfect

right to refuse it. The makers stand
back of us in this guarantee. It is for
them to fulfill it and for us it enforce
It.

We will see

that you get

M. Kayser, Director

Please Come and See

Each garment will be made under
the personal direction of Monsieur
Kayser, one of the well known men in
his line. The work is all done by
journeymen tailors. You may be certain, that every garment will have the
touch of perfection.

Come and see this Fashion Port
folio. It is a complete education m
style. See the 180 cloths from which
you can choose. Pik out the cloth
and the style that you like best and
see the price that we qoute. If you decide on one of the garments we will
see that you get prompt delivery.

MO

i

fit,

style, workmanship and materials. If
the garment when received is not all

d

Q

satis-

'

